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Abstract - Leakage power and propagation delay are the two major challenges in VLSI design CMOS circuits in 
small scale technology. This paper proposes a novel technique for designing CMOS domino logic circuits with lector 
approach and modified inverter  for the reduction in leakage power and improved noise performance. NAND and 
NOR gates are designed with existing and proposed techniques and performances are compared. Designs are tested 
in 250nm node using TSPICE in CMOS technology at a clock frequency of 5GHz. Simulated results are compared  in 
terms of power consumption and propagation delay.  Proposed domino technique has a maximum power reduction 
from 25% to 80% for different logic circuits and maximum delay reduction from 7% to 20%  as compared to the 
conventional domino logic circuits. Results are proved with TSPICE simulation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Dynamic logic gates are preferred choice in VLSI design due to high speed and less area characteristics as 
compared to CMOS logic gates with wide fan-in and fan-out[1]. Domino logic circuits are preferred due to their 
improved noise margin with reduced scaling technology. But it increases the static power consumption. To 
compensate for that,  supply voltage is scaled down. Also threshold voltages are scaled down to achieve 
performance trade offs. But , scaling of threshold voltage has resulted in exponential increase of static power 
dissipation by increase of sub threshold leakage current . Reduction in threshold voltage also increases the speed 
of the domino logic circuits. But noise immunity of the circuit is also decreased[2,3]. Static power dissipation is 
now growing considerably proportional to the switching dynamic power dissipation in deep submicron 
technologies and battery operated devices. The longer the battery lasts, the better the leakage power savings[5]-
[6].Static power dissipation is mainly due to the leakage current components flowing in the CMOS transistor or 
CMOS circuits when there is no operation performed on it i.e.during idle or standby mode. It is expected that 
the leakage power can increase 32 times per device [6] by 2020.The main sources of leakage current in a CMOS 
transistor are i)Reverse –biased junction leakage current ii) Gate induced drain leakage iii) Gate direct-tunneling 
leakage  iv)Subthreshold leakage current(weak inversion).Therefore , leakage currents, noise sources and low 
threshold voltage degrade the performance of the circuit at high frequencies[4]. 
Power consumption in VLSI circuits are of three types[7,8,9] 
Pg =Pshort + Pdynamic +Pleakage 
 
Where , 
Pshort- short circuit power dissipation when both pmos and nmos are grounded at a time in series. 
Pdynamic= αVdd

2f  
 
-  α -switching activity (charging and discharging of load capacitance) 
Vdd– supply voltage 
f- clock frequency 
Pleakage- power consumed due to gate and sub threshold leakage current 
Device dimensions and supply voltage are scaled down to reduce  power consumption in CMOS logic circuits. 
Scaling of device leads to increase of leakage current due to unwanted short channel effects. Effective channel 
length and threshold voltage has been reduced due to this short channel effect[10,11,12].  
 
Already various techniques have been proposed to reduce leakage current in domino logic circuits[7,8,9]. These 
techniques are modified form of footer less logic and footed logic in domino logic circuits. This paper proposes 
a modified domino logic with modified inverter al to improve power consumption , propagation delay , noise 
immunity and noise margin.This paper discusses the existing technique of High Speed Clocked Delay domino 
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logic style in section 2. Proposed High Speed Clocked Delay domino logic is discussed in section 3. Both 
existing and proposed techniques are designed and tested in 250nm CMOS technology. Results are discussed in 
section 4. 

II. HIGH SPEED CLOCKED DELAY FOOTED  DOMINO LOGIC 

In High-Speed-Clocked Delay(HSCD)[7,13] circuit shown in Fig 1,at the beginning of precharge node, 
transistor N1 is ON. Therefore transistor N1 connects node N to ground.N2 transistor was switched off by node 
GN which is at low voltage. Transistor N1 turns off after a delayequal to delay of two inverters. Consequently 
voltage at node N increases and also sizing of the evaluation logic transistor is selected in such a way that node 
GN remains low compared to Vth of N2. Because of this consecutive action , N2 transistor remains off in 
precharge mode. In evaluation mode,  voltage at node N is increased due to N1 switch off. It increases the 
biasing of N1 transistor in evaluation logic which leads to reduce leakage power consumption. The speed of the 
logic increaseson increasing the size of N1, N2 or evaluation transistors. The voltage at node N decreases with 

increase in size of N1 and increases[14] with increase in size of evaluation transistors.  

 

Fig 1- High-speed Clocked delay Domino Logic (HSCD). 

In HSCD technique, an AND gate G and NMOS transistor are added to increase the speed of evaluation logic. 
This circuit is modified form of HSCD technique [7]. Therefore it is termed as modified HSCD technique 
shown in Fig 2. In M-HSCD technique , dynamic node discharges when one or more inputs high during 
evaluation mode. At this time input A to gate goes high, but for input B to gate goes high after two inverter 
delays. Therefore it turns on the transistor MD. In this way evaluation speed increases, but one problem is with 

AND gate output remains with zero. This is solved in the proposed technique. 
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Fig-2  Modified High-speed Clocked delay Domino Logic (M-HSCD). 

III. PROPOSED HIGH SPEED DOMINO LOGIC 

Section 2 describes various technique for designing high speed domino logic circuits. This section proposes new 
technique for designing domino logic circuit. This technique is termed as Lector based foot driven stacked  
transistordomino logic which is shown in Fig 3. 

In Lector technique, two leakage control transistors (PMOS and NMOS) are introduced [15] between the pull-
up network and pull-down network within the logic circuit shown in fig 4. These transistors are connected as 
such that one of the transistor is always near the cut-off voltage for any input combination. This increases the 
path resistance from supply to ground, leading to significant reduction of leakage currents. The Lector technique 
works effectively in both active modes as well as in the standby mode.   

 
Fig 3 Proposed Lector based  foot driven stacked  transistor domino logic 
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Fig 4 Lector Approach 

Here the gate node of N1 have not given with the two delay elements of the inverter and we have set the lector 
approach in between the PUN transistor and the evaluation logic and the inverter input is connected in between 
the output of the lector approach and input of the evaluation logic. The N2 transistor input is driven to input of 
the inverter. The circuit has two sections, input section has a PMOS pre-charge transistor P1, evaluation network 
consisting of NMOS transistors in parallel anda footer transistor N1 whereas output section comprises of keeper 
transistor P2, static inverter and stacked NMOS transistors N2 and N3. The inputs to the circuit are applied 
through gate of the NMOS transistors in evaluation network. Transistor N2 is driven by the voltage at the foot N 
of evaluation net-work whereas transistor N3 is driven by the output voltage. 

Transistors N2 and N3 are used in a stack configuration. Whenever there is a voltage drop across N1 due to 
noise pulses, transistor N3 provides stacking effect by lector approach of N2 smaller. This will reduce the 
leakage power of N2 and makes N1 conduct less. 
 
3.1 AND Gate using proposed Logic 
         Two input AND Gate using proposed technique is shown in Fig 5. In AND gate , evaluation logic 
transistors are connected in series. During pre-charge phase , the output of the circuit remains high. During 
evaluation phase, dynamic node output changes according to input changes. The output waveform of two input 
AND gate for different combination of input is shown in Fig 6 
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Fig 5 AND Gate Using Proposed Logic 

 
 

 
Fig 6- Output Waveform for Two input AND Gate with proposed logic 

 
3.2 OR Gate Using Proposed Logic 
 
Two input OR  Gate using proposed technique is shown in Fig 7. In AND gate , evaluation logic transistors are 
connected in parallel. During pre-charge phase , the output of the circuit remains high. During evaluation phase, 
dynamic node output changes according to input changes. The output waveform of two input OR gate for 
different combination of input is shown in Fig 8 

inverter 
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Fig 7 OR Gate Using Proposed Logic 

 
 

Fig 8 Output Waveform of OR Gate for different Combinations of Input 
 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Proposed Lector based  foot driven stacked  transistor domino logictechnique and without Lector based foot 
driven stacked transistor domino logic styles are simulated in 250nm CMOS technology. Two input OR , AND  
gates are implemented in TSPICE.  Various metrics have been measured to measure robustness and noise 
immunity of the gates. The metrics used in this paper are  
i)Average Power: 
Average   power(Pav) is calculated by transient analysis of the circuit. In this , transient analysis  is done for a 
time span of 100ns. The frequency of the clock is set as 5GHz for transient analysis.  
ii) Propagation delay: 
Propagation delay of the circuit(tpd) of the circuit is the time taken by the signal from input to output. Delay 
determines the speed of the circuit. When the circuit enters the evaluation phase , delay is measured.  
tp= (tpHH+tpLL)/2 
tpHH-delaybetween 50% rising input and rising output 
tpLL-delay between 50% falling input and falling output 
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Table 1 shows the comparison of average power consumption and propagation delay for various gates: 
 

Table 1 Comparison of average power Consumption and Propagation delay 

Gate Power (Pav) 
with lector 

Power (Pav) 
without 
lector 

Propagation 
delay (tp ) 

with lector 

Propagation 
delay(tp) 

without 
lector 

% 
improvement 
in power  

% 
improvement 
in delay 

AND Gate 2.155mW 7.53mW 40.148nS 50nS 83.01 20.1 
OR Gate 3.59mW 4.85mW 183.69ns 200.2nS 24.6 7 

 
iii)Noise Margin:  
Noise margin is the amount of noise that a CMOS circuit could withstand without compromising the operation 
of circuit. Noise margin does makes sure that any signal which is logic '1' with finite noise added to it, is still 
recognised as logic '1' and not logic '0'.Noise Margin Results are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Comparison of Noise Margin with proposed technique 

 
VI- 
INPUT/OUT
PUT 

AND Gate 

(With Lector) 

AND Gate 

(Without 

Lector) 

OR Gate 

(With Lector) 

OR Gate 

(Without Lector) 

VI-HIGH 5V 5V 5V 5V 

VO-HIGH 4.6V 5V 4.7V 4.6V 

VI-LOW 0V 0V 0V 0V 

VO-LOW 0.2V 1.2V 0.2V 0.1V 

 
Table 1& 2 shows the simulation results for 2 input AND gate and OR gate using with and without Lector 
approach for foot driven stacked  transistor domino logic. Table 1 & 2 proves that proposed technique has better 
performance in terms of power(Pav) , propagation delay 
(tp ) and Noise Margin. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposes a new lector based approach for designing domino logic circuits  with reduced leakage 
power consumption, propagation delay  with improved noise performance characteristics in stacked transistor 
domino logic. The proposed design is compared with existing High speed domino technique in 250nm CMOS 
technology on the basis of power and  delay at a clock frequency of 5GHz.. With proposed technique ,AND 
Gate hasupto 83.01% power improvement and 20 % delay improvement . OR Gate  hasupto 20% power 
improvement and 7% delay improvement. The noise marginwasreducedattherangeof4.4V-
4.6Vanditwasobtainedat4.6V.Meanwhile, the noise margin in the NOR GATE was obtained above 4.7V -5V but 
here the the noise margin was obtained at 4.7V. It will optimize the power consumption and the time period to 
complete the process of a task so it will reduce the heat dissipated in an IC and it will improve the speed and 
synchronisation of thecycle. 
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